INSTALL BACKER ROD QUICKLY IN HORIZONTAL JOINTS
Bulletin 367C

The Best Just Keeps Gettin’ Better!®

- Bulk
- Sausage
- Cartridge
- Multi-Component
- Accessories

Patented

MUST SEE VIDEO AT https://youtu.be/UikR7flSQMw.

ROVER BACKER ROD INSTALLER (p/n 1051-1)

- Quickly sets polyethylene foam backer rod in horizontal saw cut and expansion joints directly from a spool.
- Fast one-man, walk-behind operation.
- For joints from 1/8” to 1/2” wide (1/8” - 5/8” rod). (Contact us for larger joints)
- Unit ships with 1/8” (0.070”) and 3/8” (0.375”) wide insertion wheels.
- 1/4” (0.20”) and 1/2” (0.45”) are also available. With bearings/hubs (p/n 1062) and without bearings/hubs (p/n 1059).
- Insertion depth is adjustable from 0” - 3/4”.
- Sturdy all-steel construction. Packaged in a durable, weather-resistant wheeled storage/travel case.
- Use an 640-series backer rod insertion tool for entry and exit points made with the Rover. *Kits sold separately
- Holds spools up to 17” wide. For wider spools up to 31” purchase Spool Extension Kit 1074-1. *Kit sold separately

“"A more consistent backer rod depth can directly translate into a more consistent caulking bead. With improved craftsmanship and faster completion rates you can be hired more frequently and have a reputation for quality in your caulking and sealing trade.”

- Satisfied User

Use an 640-series backer rod insertion tool for entry and exit points made with the Rover.
*Kits sold separately

For Spools up to 31” wide.
*Kit sold separately